
Math 412. Worksheet on §2.3: Finding Inverses in Zn.
Professors Jack Jeffries and Karen E. Smith

NOTATION/DEFINITION:
In any ring R, the additive and multiplicative identity elements are denoted 0R and 1R, re-

spectively. We call this the ”ZERO” and ”UNITY” (or ”ONE”) element of the ring R, when there is no risk of
confusion with the integers 0 and 1.

For any element r ∈ R, we write −r for the additive inverse of r.
We write r−1 for the multiplicative inverse of r when it exists. By definition, a unit in a ring

R is an element r for which r−1 exists.

A. WARM-UP: Use the fact that 688× 37− 1697× 15 = 1 to find:
(1) The multiplicative inverse of [1697] in Z688.
(2) The class [1697]−1 in Z37.
(3) One representative of the class which is the multiplicative inverse of [37] in Z15.
(4) The smallest non-negative representative1 for the class [688]−1 in Z15.

(1) [1697]−1 in Z688 is [−15]688.
(2) [1697]−1 in Z37 is [−15]37, which is a completely different set (though they both contain -15).
(3) 688 ∈ [688] = [37]−1 in Z15.
(4) 7 ∈ [37] = [688]−1 in Z15.

B. Recall that 863 is prime.
(1) Does the class [430] in Z863 have a multiplicative inverse? Explain without computing it.
(2) What is the smallest positive integer you can write as a Z-linear combination of 863 and 430? Explain

without computing anything.
(3) Find explicit x, y in Z so that 430x+ 863y = 1. 2

(4) Compute [430]−1 in Z863.
(5) Solve for x in the ring Z863 : [430]x− [860] = [4] by basic high school algebra technique (add/multiply

same thing on both sides...)

(1) Yes, all non-zero elements do.
(2) Because 863 is prime, (430, 863) = 1. So 1 is the smallest positive integer combination of 430 and

863.
(3) We use the Euclidean algorithm: 863 = 2× (430) + 3. Then 430 = 143× 3 + 1.

So 1 = 430− 143× 3 = 430− 143(863− 2× 430) = (−143)(863) + (287)(430).
(4) [430]−1 = [287] in Z863.
(5) [430]x − [860] = [4] is [430]x + [−860] = [4], which is [430]x + [3] = [4]. Subtracting [3] from

both sides: [430]x = [1]. So the answer is [430]−1 = [287] in Z863.

C. THEOREM 2.9 The equation [a]x = [1] has a solution in Zn if and only if (a, n) = 1.
(1) Without assuming Thm 2.9, show that if ab + nm = 1 where a, b,m, n ∈ Z, then [b] is a solution to

[a]x = [1] in Zn.
(2) Proof the ”if” direction of Thm 2.9: (a, n) = 1 IMPLIES that [a]x = [1] has a solution in Zn.
(3) Assume that [a]x = [1] has a solution in Zn. Without assuming Thm 2.9, prove that there exists k ∈ Z

such that n|(ak − 1).
(4) Complete the proof of Theorem 2.9.

1The webwork called this the “canonical representative”
2Hint: Use the Euclidean algorithm backwards, as we did on a worksheet the first week of class.



This exercise is worked out completely in the book, page 40.

D. Find a necessary and sufficient condition on a such that [a] is a unit in the ring Z210. Express your criterion
using Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic.

[a] is a unit if and only if, the multiplicity of 2, 3, 5, and 7 in the prime factorization of a is ZERO. That is,
since 210 = 2× 3× 5× 7, [a] is a unit in Z210 if and only if a is not divisible by 2, 3, 5, 7.


